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What is given can be taken away.

At least that’s what captain Marvel believed at the beginning of the movie which is suddenly changed at the story’s denouement. Well, knowledge is something one can obtain through time. Knowledge is dynamic. It varies, in which can be added by new ones or sharpened. Knowledge cannot be lost and is the breaker of ignorance.

Knowledge is education.

In Philippines, education has undergone several stages of development. Somehow, they tend to introduce education as emphasis of prioritizing the sense of leadership at certain periods in the National Struggle as a race. It also became religion based for quite the time. Then, education became liberated through the Educational Decree of 1863 that provided full access to the education of a person.

After the millennial years.

K12 has finally find its way to education.
K12 that was established by former President Benigno Aquino III on 15th of May 2013 is a law that adds another two years before attaining college. It started last year of 2018 at every school nationwide and a great experiment throughout the history. Though some people call it a waste in the council, since the additional two years went like a 4-year course decongested in two years for the readiness and preparation of incoming freshmen of college.

All in all K12 is a stepping stone in attaining useful knowledge.

K12 comes with its benefits within its establishment. As for the additional two years in education through High School, K12 prepares every student for tertiary learnings, also it builds one’s competency towards the global market and being job-ready and oriented person. K12 is given to be said effective since the program is made to be learner-centered module. Lastly, K12 is said to give birth to success fillers in the future, this program will help the world to produce more efficient and academic-oriented people in which master certain works in the field.

This kind of curriculum will help the instructors focus more on the learners in the process of learning. The given curriculum, in partners with certain training centers nearby is being given the support they needed in order to enhance their skills and train their capabilities. Honing one’s mind in obtaining knowledge that may build his future.

A knowledge that cannot be taken away.
Knowledge is education.

Education is for all.
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